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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

cause blockchain technologies demonstrate the purity of the
data automatically, companies forego computer systems validation, which represents a huge cost saving.
Moving forward, every serialization action or hand-off
becomes a block on the chain. Acquire the source materials:
add a block. Hand them to a carrier to transport to a plant:
add another block. Re-book the carrier: add another block.
Arrive at the plant: add two more blocks, one for proof of
delivery, another for goods receipt. Process the materials into
a product: extend the chain with another block. Every step is
captured with a full audit trail that cannot be tampered with.
And so on, from source to end-customer receipt. Figure 1
illustrates an example of blockchain.
This combination of security and immutability provides
an integral level of integrity to supply chain serialization.
However, these exchanges among parties bring us to another
serialization challenge: integration. Luckily, blockchain’s
distributed nature solves that as well.

Always Available: A Shared,
Distributed “Source of Truth”

because it reduces integration needs exponentially.
In fact, the distributed nature of blockchain adds additional value as it removes the entire concept of a central
clearing house or source vendor. This allows all parties in
the supply chain to exchange data independently. No source
vendor means there is no need for a recurring contract or
service provider relationship. More significantly, no single party can lock others out of the data or be “down for
maintenance.” The blockchain can be verified and added
to by any party along the chain of custody with complete
independence.
This resiliency makes the blockchain-based serialization
record something that can always be trusted to be available
when needed. However, the third noteworthy feature of
blockchain (and my favorite)—smart contracts—enable us
to take the serialized supply chain one step further.

Adding Autonomy with Smart Contracts
As a reminder, each block on the digital blockchain ledger
does not have to simply be data. A block can also contain
code that executes when a set of conditions are met. This is
known as a “smart contract.” The addition of smart contracts
to the blockchain empowers us to create an utterly autonomous supply chain.
A typical smart contract might look like this: When the

By its very definition, the supply chain world is distributed. Thousands of suppliers, carriers, freight forwarders,
expeditors, insurers and many other parties are working to
produce, store, ship and deliver
materials and goods across
Figure 1. Blockchain:
virtually every time zone on
Earth. On any given day, any
How Serialized Blockchain Will Revolutionize the Supply Chain
supplier is adding new carriers, customers and raw materials suppliers. Asking all of
these parties to integrate with
each other on a continual basis is impractical. Blockchain’s
distributed nature solves this
challenge, again by completely
sidestepping the problem.
By design, blockchain has
no central system, which absolves the need for integration.
The material provider starts the
chain and authorizes the carrier
and receipt plant to add to the
chain. The plant manufactures
these materials into goods,
and passes the chain along,
allowing others to add to it.
You might say the blockchain
protocol does for serialization
what the HTML protocol did
for web pages. Everyone can
read and exchange information
without a custom installation
SOURCE: Provenance
of software. This is valuable
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